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TECH ADVISORS

Commercial Advertising Rates and Information

356 			
Chuck Gladle                                    gladlec@aol.com
Gerry Goldberg                                (315) 498-9403
Bill Noroski
wjn356@yahoo.com
Mark Schultz                                   blue61cab@aol.com

		
		
Full-page:  
Half-page:  
Quarter-page:  

914
TC17@cornell.edu
Thak Chaloemtiarana
Mike Darminio                                darm911@Windstream.net
Bill Kohnke                                     wkohnke@epix.net
Jack Vasina                                      jflash914@yahoo.com
Steve Vasina                                    stephenvasina@yahoo.com

Full Year
   $200
   $120
   $100

Payment in full must be received by the 10th of the month preceding
publication with all ads in a reproducible format (e.g., Adobe PDF,
JPEG or photo-ready).
Display Ad Dimensions    (H x W in inches)
       Full Page
10-1/2 x 8
       Half Page                                  5-1/4 x 8
       Quarter Page
            2-5/8 x 8

911 (Early)
Mike Darminio                               darm911@Windstream.net
Jeff Turco                                       jturco@twcny.rr.com

Send your money to our Advertising Chair, Mark Schultz, 1006
Thorn Street, Utica, NY 13502 Advertising@cnypca.org
(315) 724-2648.
Send your ads to the editor, Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd.,
Ithaca, NY 14850 Newsletter@cnypca.org 607-272-0519.

911 (Late)
Joe Holzer                                      im@holzerent.com
930
Thak Chaloemtiarana

    
    
    

tc17@cornell.edu

944
John Hajny                                     REDL944@stny.rr.com
Chris White
chris@944enhancement.com

Redline Market Classified Ad Rates and
Information

928
Brian Daley (16 valve)                   Bdaley@twcny.rr.com
Chuck Gladle (32 valve)                gladlec@aol.com

“The Redline Market” is a free service for PCA members.  Ads
run for two issues. A $10 fee is required to continue the ad an
additional two issues. A $10 fee/issue is also required for all nonPorsche related ads or for ads placed by non-PCA members. The
maximum length is 50 words and all sales ads must include an
asking price(s).

968
Ed Hurd                                          edhurd@twcny.rr.com
Randy Martin                                 RMartin5@stny.rr.com
Chris White
chris@944enhancement.com
991
Porsche of Syracuse

Send your ads to the editor, Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd.,
Ithaca, NY 14850 or to newsletter@cnypca.org

Boxster
Bob Graham                                   her3bay@twcny.rr.com
Bill Hayman                                   whayman@twcny.rr.com
996-997-Cayman
Bill Noroski

wjn356@yahoo.com

Cayenne
Chris White

chris@944enhancement.com

Send your money, if any is due, to our Advertising Chair, Mark
Schultz, 1006 Thorn Street, Utica, NY  13502
Advertising@cnypca.org (315) 724-2648.

Panamera
Porsche of Syracuse

The Redline Report is published four times a year by the Central New York Region, Porsche Club of America. Permission is granted to reproduce
original materials published herein provided full credit is given the author and The Redline Report. No material may be reproduced unless The Redline
Report was given the right to publish another publication’s material. They reserve all rights to that material. Furthermore, the editor reserves the right
to edit all materials and does so despite all the whining. All material herein reflects solely the opinion of the authors and NOT the PCA, the CNY Region
or its officers or anyone any of us respect.  The CNY Region is not responsible for any services or merchandise advertised herein. ©2016 Central New
York Region, Porsche Club of America, all rights reserved. The Redline Report is distributed to 554 Central  New  York  Porschephiles and to those
ignoring social media long enough to check our website (i.e., cnypca.org).  Still looking for a sponsor-angel to fund a hard copy edition...
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Der Editor Spricht by Skip Testut

organism far more complex than any of the ponderings of Derrida
and Foucault. It’s why Thak is such a Porschephile, especially
for Porsches made before 1990. The HVAC in the old, air-cooled
Porsches never worked and that was good enough for him. He
has working windows. Like the absent rollup windows on classic
British sports cars, in Thak’s mind being without decent defrosting,
heating and cooling is all part of the romantic, sports car experience
and modern cars and trucks (or are they “post-modern?”) seem to
have forgotten this.

I

s it summer, already?? Wow. I must be getting old(er) as it
seems like just yesterday I wrote the Spring column. How did
I ever put out a bimonthly column in the old days when it’s all
I can do to put out a quarterly version now? It’s a puzzle, that’s
for certain. What’s worse is that it’s not even Darminio’s fault. I’ll
work on that.
Truth be told, it has been a quiet spring, Porsche-wise. I did manage
to make the Charity Auction in Auburn and the Cobweb Concours
in Cicero, two of my favorite CNY gatherings. On both occasions,
transportation was provided courtesy of Thak and his new Chevy
Silverado pickup truck. Of all the vehicles Thak has ever owned,
it’s this new one that seems to be the least enjoyable to him, a sad
state of affairs for a fellow car junkie. It’s almost as though he had
been forced to buy something he didn’t want. Thak, the incidental
motorist.

As a rotary-dial phone owning, Jeep Wrangler driving Luddite, I
admit that I don’t have much room to tease Thak. Oh, I happen to
like ABS and I realize that traction control isn’t without its benefits,
but I’m less sure about other technical improvements. For example,
I am convinced that PASM is what happens when your Porsche
engine is running roughly, as in, “I was driving up through the
esses when my Porsche experienced PASMs, shaking violently.”  
Then again, if I were active in DE events or Club Racing, as so
many CNYers are, I’m certain I’d think differently. But I’m not
and at this point I’m all about creature comforts, well, as much as
one who drives a Jeep Wrangler can be about creature comforts,
which, admittedly, isn’t much. I’m not ready to join Bill Kritzler
and buy a Model A, mind you, and I never did see why anyone
would want to drive the original VW Beetle during a New York
winter, but I definitely like being an integral part of the driving
experience especially if using contemporary technology results in
a better performance and/or makes me more comfortable. In that
Thak and I agree. The new Chevy Silverado and its ilk are fine
vehicles, superior even to vehicles that came before, but the need
for a mechanic has been replaced by the need for a 24-hour IT
department as technology has inserted itself more and more into the
driving experience rather than augmenting the driving experience.
The driver is becoming superfluous and an endangered species.

Most of Thak’s problems come not from the truck, itself, but from
the accompanying technology that seems to infest all new vehicles.
Peter De Lorenzo, of “Autoextremist” fame, when not ranting
about Sergio Marchionne, admittedly a rare occasion, opines
that car makers everywhere seem hell bent on stuffing unwanted
and unnecessary technology into vehicles not to improve the
automotive art or the driving experience, but simply because they
can. Answers to questions no one has asked, you might say. To
make matters worse, Thak is not exactly one with any technology
beyond a #2 pencil and a yellow pad and rumors are that even at
that technological level he needs an assistant to work the pencil
sharpener. Sure, I admit that Thak is one of the few people I know
who actually understands Derrida and Foucault or pretends to, but
he’s not exactly one with technology if you know what I mean and
I suspect you do. He’s not alone. For most of us technology is a
fine thing, but only in small doses.

Now, if this column seems hypercritical of all new technology,
then you’ve missed the point. Yes, I have a rotary dial phone
and, yes, I have a Jeep Wrangler with a manual transmission, but
I also have wi-fi, broadband, high speed internet, an iPad and a
GPS, although the latter is rarely used and currently resides in the
bottom of the center console of the aforementioned Jeep Wrangler,
somewhere in the vicinity of unopened ketchup packets, one
Mechanix glove, a T50 torx socket and a Sirius Channel Guide
should I ever get around to reconnecting it. I’m not opposed to
modern technology as much as I am highly selective of it. For
me cell phones are an unnecessary evil, especially when I can
get Thak or Chris White to let me use theirs the few times I need
one. The same thing can be said for the automatic transmission. It
may no longer be the “slush box” of the 1950s and, as Joe Holzer
would gladly tell you and in painstakingly, eyes-glazed-over detail
(Mine, not Joe’s), the modern automatic transmission is on paper
and in practice far superior to the modern manual transmission,
which like Neanderthals, quit evolving long ago. It doesn’t matter.
With the manual transmission I’m part of the driving experience.
To get the most out of driving a Jeep Wrangler, all I need to do is to
hum the theme song from the movie “Patton” and I’m entertained.
If I were driving a Porsche with a manual transmission it would
be Wagner I’d be huming, but the point is the same. The purpose
of technology is to get more enjoyment from living, not in simply
having the most or latest technology.  Thak, you are right.
RL

This seems odd as advanced technology is what drew most of us
to Porsches in the first place. Would any of us seriously wish to
return to a time when our technology was more primitive? For
example, in most modern vehicles choosing the appropriate cabin
temperature is no more challenging than selecting “72” or whatever
other temperature pleases us and that’s that. You can even select
the degrees in Celcius. No need to worry about such things as A/C
or heat as the HVAC system will handle that choice for you. We
might wax poetically about the joys of once owning the original VW
Beetle, but for those of us from Upstate NY with good memories
we know that back in the pre-digital era heat selection in the old
Beetle was a myth, at least after the first year of ownership. Thak
has forgotten about such things as none of his 914s or even his 930
have functional HVAC. Climate control failed so many years ago
on each and every one of his cars that he probably believes that
that’s the way they came from Porsche. When one limits one’s
driving to Upstate NY summers, what need of HVAC is there?
The only technology required is working windows and wearing a
thong, the latter something best left to the young or in better shape
than I.
The problem, as I see it, is that for long time drivers with limited
technological ability the modern vehicle is a vast, complex
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Here is What I am Thinking by Chris White, President-CNY PCA
Hi Folks – “Newsflash from Porsche Parade in Jay Peak, Vermont!!”
I managed to convince our esteemed editor to stretch the deadline so I could report back from the 2016 Porsche Parade at Jay Peak in
Vermont. So far we have had sunny 90-degree days and 60-degree rainy days. Lucky for us the concours was early in the week when it
was quite sunny and warm.

p

CNY folks had a great showing at the concours –

The Gladles (Chuck and Joyce) placed first in the 356 Preservation class and 4th overall (above)...
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Bill & Jean Noroski entered Heidi in the same class and placed 2nd (see photo below). Bill also had his 50th anniversary, 911 Club
Coupe at the event.

Other CNY members showing their cars included Bill & Chrystal Hayman and their 924S – 2nd in Preparation Street in the
924/944/928/968 Preparation Class; Jack & Jill Vasina and their 1986 Carrera– 2nd in Preservation Full – 911/912 1974 – 1989  Class
(See photo below)

Bob & Betty Graham and their 2008 Boxster Spyder – 8th in Preparation Street Boxster/Cayman 1997 – 2012 Class; Bill & Chrystal
Hayman and their 2013 Boxster – 9th in Preparation Street Boxster/Cayman 2013 and newer Class.
In other competitive events Chuck and Joyce Gladle finished 4th in the most popular, Rally class. It was a grand day for CNYers!!!
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In a classic match of track driving skills David White came within 8 seconds of my lap time in a simulation 944 turbo at Watkins Glen…
and David doesn’t have his license yet!
Michelin also put on an event where you got to drive two new 2017 911s with different tires… around a bunch of cones as fast as you
liked. I found the limits of the stability control on the 180 degree turn… wheeee!
Much fun so far and more to come! Two last Porsche pics – I will probably never see a new 918 parked on a gravel driveway off a dirt
road again – and a “mint condition” 968 cab!!
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The Parade was a lot of fun, social events each day and many more yet to come. I can recommend attending a Porsche Parade when
you get the chance. A wide range of competitive and noncompetitive events. Lots of socializing with all sorts of folks. Put it on your
calendar for 2017!
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CNY Willkommen Wagen By Jill Vasina, Membership Chair
We currently have 317 Primary Members and 237 Affiliate Members for a total of 554 members in the CNY family.
New Members
April  2016		
May 2016
		
Dennis Super   
Ronald Circillo
   
Vestal, New York                              Liverpool, New York                
2016 911 Turbo                                 1998 Boxster                             

June 2016
Ed Warner
Clinton, New York
2015 Boxster

Xi Yang
Liverpool, New York
2016 Cayman GT4

Glenn Follett
Baldwinsville, New York
2006 Cayman S

Gary Johnson
Manulis, NY
2002 911

Kenneth Cooper
Fayetteville, New York
1983 928S

Mark Kogut
New Hartford, New York
2002 Boxster

Membership Anniversaries: April - June
5 Years 			
James Ball
David Cooley
Ali Mohamed
Albert DeLuca
Victor Lupo
Thomas Stanz
Diane Brown
Richard Pschirrer

10 Years				
Robert Felter
Brian Gafner
Constance Marson

15 Years			
Neal Coffey
George Couch
Ted Johnson
Jan King

20 Years				
Brad Hall

25 Years				
Bernard Beaudoin
Paul Kruger

30 Years
David Davin

35 Years										
Joe Holzer
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Porsche and Beyond By Thak Chaloemtiarana
George Orwell was right: Big Brother has arrived
Steve Turco and Donald Trump have one thing in common.  They
dislike Mexicans.
When I met Steve in the early 1990s, he and I did not hit it off
initially.   Our first encounter was at our club’s Spring Concours
(now billed as the Burdick Cobweb Concours) at Ralph Edmond’s
house in Skaneateles.  I was showing my ’81 Guards Red 911SC
Targa and Steve brought his newly purchased 1980 Turquoise
911SC.  I had been a member for several years but was still excited
about all things Porsche, especially when it came to authenticity.  
Seeing shiny aluminum accordion ducts in Steve’s engine bay was
a sacrilege I could not let by.  So like any certifiable Porschephile
I told Steve that he needed to change those aluminum ducts to
authentic black paper ones like the one I had in my car.  After I
made that remark, I knew right away that it was a mistake.  From
then on, Steve would refer to me as “that darn Mexican.”
Well, years have passed and Steve eventually forgave me for my
unsolicited criticism of his car.  He also found out that I was not
from south of the border.   Nevertheless, I still credit myself for
setting Steve on the right path to becoming a genuine Porsche
aficionado. After keeping that SC for a short time, he sold it and
went on to acquire several rare Porsches that he and his son Jeff
(then a teenager) entered in national concours competition.   He
also learned that authenticity was important.
Steve’s most important Porsche was a rare 1989 911 Speedster
which he campaigned at Porsche Parade and won many top prizes,
notably at the 1998 Steamboat Springs Porsche Parade.   Steve
bought that car with less than 100 miles on its speedometer.  But
having such a car was like an albatross because it could not be
driven without losing value.   The miles on that car were from
trips from the garage to the enclosed trailer and back.  To keep the
miles low, the car was pushed around most of the time.  Soon after
that important win, Steve sold that car.  So, too, were other show
winners that Steve owned such as a very original 356B and a 964
cabriolet.  Today Steve and Connie have a 993 coupe, which for
the right price could go to a new owner.  Steve is rather fickle with
his possessions.   Ask him how many Porsches he has owned in the
last twenty years.
Because of his interest in concours, Steve had to buy a tow vehicle
to trailer his prized possession to national and Zone One concours
events. Like Steve, many of us also eventually bought tow vehicles,
especially if we are serious about trailering our cars to shows or
to DE events far from home.  Off the top of my head I know of
at least a dozen in our club who tow their cars to various events
around the country.
Back in the late 198ss when I first started autocrossing and DE
events I drove a yellow 914 that I modified and upgraded.  At first,
that car was rigged for flat towing.   Unlike trailering or using a
car dolly, flat towing involves rigging up a yoke for the car and
hauling it as it sits on the pavement. Almost any car can be used
to flat tow.  For example, I flat towed the 914 with a six cylinder
Ford Explorer.  My son, Thwen, also flat towed his 914 behind a
Subaru Outback.
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The drawbacks to flat towing are that it is difficult to back up,
that although the transmission is in neutral the axles continue to
turn thus heating up the transmission oil, and finally, if you have
a serious track incident you cannot tow your car home. Also, flat
towing is not that efficient especially if one tows to far away events.  
I did this once, taking my 914 to Ann Arbor to participate in a DE
at the Waterford Hills Race Course.  Unfortunately, I experienced
several “agricultural incidents,” AKA going off into the weeds,
that did some damage to the brake calipers and transmission.  Flat
towing that car from Ann Arbor back to Ithaca was dicey.  I had to
make several stops to let the transmission cool down (on the 914,
not the Explorer), add transmission oil, and check the brakes.  I
also did a lot of praying.
Not to repeat that misadventure, for my next event I rented a
U-Haul trailer to tow the 914 to a DE at Lime Rock Park.  Because
the U-Haul trailer was made of very heavy steel, with the 914
the entire rig was at the upper limit of the Explorer’s towing
capabilities.
Soon after that DE, Steve Turco, Bill Noroski, Jeff Turco, Dan
Deegan and I decided to go to the 1998 Steamboat Springs Porsche
Parade in Colorado to show our cars.  For a test run, I bought Dan
Galyon’s aluminum Trailex trailer to tow Siuling’s pristine 1983
Sapphire Blue 944 to a Zone One Concours in Niagara Falls.  I had
thought that the Explorer would be up to the task, now that I had
a lighter trailer.  But as my navigator (now editor of the Redline
Report) can attest, the Explorer was struggling with that load.  If
towing on the relatively flat NYS thruway were questionable, the
Explorer would surely have a tough time negotiating the Rocky
Mountains.  The Ford Explorer just had to go.
For our trip to Steamboat Springs, Steve and I ended up with Chevy
Tahoes, while Bill Noroski bought a Suburban to trailer our cars.
Dan Deegan, on the other hand, decided that he would drive his
968 Cabriolet.  During that trip, Jeff drove the 964 Cabriolet and
Steve trailered his 911 Speedster.  The Suburban and Tahoe were
wonderful tow vehicles and they easily negotiated our mountainous
trip to Colorado.  As I recall, we all won trophies at that Parade.  
Steve, Jeff, Bill, and Dan won their class and even their respective
divisions; Siuling’s 944 came in second in class.
I still have Dan Galyon’s Trailex, which has served me faithfully,
hauling cars to Parade and to many DE events such as MoSport in
Canada, Saint Jovite at Mt. Tremblant, Mid-Ohio, Watkins Glen,
Lime Rock, and most recently taking Ed Hurd’s car to Calabogie.  
Good as it was, the Tahoe was replaced in 2002 by a Suburban.  
The Suburban was even a better tow vehicle than its smaller cousin.  
The longer wheelbase and overall weight gave it an edge.  Also
just as important, I was able to put a mattress in the back of the
Suburban and sleep in it during our trips to MoSport. Except for
failures to its front and rear differentials, both while the truck was
under warranty, the Suburban was almost bullet proof.  But after
fourteen years and 138,000 miles of faithful service, rust spots
began to appear under the rocker panels and under the chassis.  I
was time to look for another tow vehicle.
Have you priced the new Tahoe or Suburban?  They are outrageously
expensive. Why pay for an SUV when you can buy a new Cayman
S?  I did not want to get a truck, not because they are poor tow
vehicles, but I did not want to become part of the growing, middle
class fad of treating trucks like sports cars. Most recently, Steve
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and Jeff Turco succumbed and bought Silverados.  Steve bought the 1500 to trailer his boat, and Jeff bought the 3500HD to haul his
house-size camper. I also considered used Tahoes or Suburbans.  But after visiting car lots with my automotive adviser (neighbor and
Redline Report editor), we discovered that these two to three year old used vehicles cost about $38,000 to $45,000.
After days and sleepless nights of soul-searching, I decided to buy a new Silverado 1500.   It was cheaper than a Suburban but is
essentially the same truck, just without the third row seat and open access to the storage area.  Luckily, I found a 2015 Silverado Z71
Crew Cab at a local dealership that would fit my needs. Because it was last year’s inventory, the price was quite reasonable.
I had done some research on the value of my 2002 Suburban and discovered that they sold at used car lots for anywhere from $6000$7000.  However, using the Kelly Blue Book internet appraisal, my car was deemed to be worth only $3770.  What was disconcerting
about using that site was that the appraisal came back with a “certificate” that would allow me to visit any participating dealerships to
purchase a new car using that certificate as down payment.  Within hours, I received email messages from dealerships in Vestal and
Endicott telling me that they were ready to buy my Suburban for $3770.  So when the local dealership offered me $4000, I agreed.  I had
one condition, which was Siuling had to be able to drive the truck.  Although she had a hard time climbing into the truck, she was able
to move the seat close enough so she could reach the pedals.
So now, I had a new tow vehicle ready for spring.  But I also had some concerns about the new truck.  Because I believed that the
Silverado was just a Suburban with a truck bed, I did not do my homework.  When I replaced the Tahoe with the Suburban, I test drove
it down my driveway just to make sure that I can make the dog-leg turn needed to bring my trailer in and out.  This time around I did not
do this only to discover that the Silverado could not negotiate that turn.  The turning radius was much larger than the old Suburban [To
turn the new truck around, Thak has to drive to Pennsylvania, first. Ed.].  It was only after I made comparisons that I
discovered that the wheelbase of my Silverado is over a foot longer than the Suburban, which accounted for the wider turning radius.  In
fact, the truck is longer than the SUV and there were also other issues.
I, like many others, do not care for the auto-lock feature on new cars.  The Suburban had this feature but one can override that function.  
However, in the new Silverado, Chevy has decided that once in gear, all doors are to be locked.  Although I had thoughts about
Chappaquiddick or the drowning of Jessica Savitch in a car, from now on when I am near water I am determined to keep my windows
open just in case.  This was my first sign that George Orwell’s warning about “Big Brother” had crept into our automotive lives.
The second day of ownership saw me visiting the Service Department.  The clicking of the turn signal and radio had both failed.  Turning
the ignition off and back on restored both functions, but that seemed a poor “fix.”  The mechanic checked his computer (mechanics now
have computers at their stations) and told me that he could not find any factory bulletin about that failure.  Three days later the same
problem reoccurred.  Not trusting the mechanic, I searched the internet and found out that I was not the only one with this problem.  In
fact many owners had sent complaints to their factory reps.  I relayed this discovery to the Service Manager who admitted that there
was indeed a “new” factory bulletin about that failure.  But to fix it, I had to leave my car for 3-4 hours so the mechanic could download
new software to reprogram the Chevy My Link that controlled the “Infotainment” screen and functionality of the many programs that
appeared on the touch screen on the dash.  Both the NTSB and Chevy MyLink act as our new Big Brother.
Modern cars are no longer like my Lotus Seven, with its two fuses and three relays, or my 1970 Porsche 914-6.  But comparing those
cars to the new Silverado is like pitching the Commodore 16 computer against my recently acquired Dell Inspiron 15.  Don’t believe
me?  Compare the Owner’s Manuals of the 914-6 and the Silverado.
The first page of the Porsche 914-6 Owner’s Manual welcomes you with the statement “Judging by the car you have chosen, you are
a driver of a special type... .”  You, the new owner and driver, are greeted warmly by Porsche.  The manual then proceeds to guide you
through 24 pages of how to operate the car, 4 pages that described the instrument panel and controls, 7 pages of car care and lubrication,
22 pages of maintenance and adjustments, 7 pages of general description, and finally, 8 pages of very useful technical data with graphs
showing gear shifts and their relationship to time and speed.  The driver is the center of the 1970 Porsche universe.
Fast-forward forty-five years to my 2015 Silverado.  The first thing the Owner’s Manual declares is that “the names, logos, emblems,
slogans, vehicle model names, and vehicle body designs appearing in this manual including... are trademarks and/or service marks
of General Motors LLC, its subsidiaries, affiliates, or licensors.”  It is no longer the driver or new owner who is at the center, but the
Chevrolet corporation (and its army of lawyers and computer programmers) that is paramount. Instead of the 90 pages in the 914-6
manual, the Silverado Owner’s Manual is 447 pages, written in obscure legalese and computer-speak.
For example, only one page is dedicated to the use of seatbelts in the 914-6 manual.   In the Silverado, the section on “Seats and
Restraints” is 69 pages long! Unlike the flight attendant’s demonstration of buckling and unbuckling seatbelts in a plane, the Silverado’s
seatbelt instructions tell pregnant women what to do, how children should be belted in, how to use various types of baby seats, and what
to expect if airbags are deployed.  To master the use of keys, doors, and windows, the new owner has to slough through 23 pages of
instruction followed by 53 pages of how to decipher instrument controls.  Although I had thought that the 24 pages of how to operate the
914-6 was excessive, that is nothing compared to the 100 pages for the Silverado.  To figure how to take care of the Silverado involves
reading another 100 pages of instruction.
The most egregious assault on the patience of the new Silverado owner is about mastering the “infotainment” system that is controlled
by Chevy’s puzzling MyLink and its collaboration with OnStar, your smart phone, and Sirius.  The section on “Infotainment” that is the
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touch screen on the dash that controls the radio, navigation system, and who knows what else is 55 pages of computer-speak.  But that’s
not all. There is a separate manual on the Info-system that is 117 pages in length.  All told, the manual to guide the new owner about his/
her new Silverado is a whopping 564 pages long.
The control Chevy has on this truck and its owner is MyLink that animates the truck’s computer system is sinister.  For those of us who
still remember HAL from the sci-fi film 2001 Space Odyssey, HAL is primitive compared to Chevy’s MyLink.
Like HAL who could respond to voice commands and inquiries, MyLink also has a “voice recognition function.”  Not trained as an
astronaut, I was totally lost trying to follow the instructions about how to use voice recognition: “Voice recognition becomes available
once the system has been initialized.  This begins when the ignition is turned on.  Initialization may take a few moments.”  Following
this preamble are three long and undecipherable steps, then instructions about two voice prompt modes, about how to cancel voice
recognition, how to speak commands, and how to access list options.  If this is not confusing enough, there are 18 pages describing how
you can “talk” to your radio and how your phone can be connected to Space Ship Silverado.  You can access the small screen on the
dashboard behind the steering wheel to look at fuel consumption, air pressure in your tires, radio stations, and what not, but when you
do this while driving, MyLink will remind you that you should not take your eyes off the road for a long period of time.
Not only does MyLink control the driver, it can also act as Big Brother to control the reckless actions of your “Teen Driver.”  If you have
children, MyLink can monitor and control their use of the truck.  You can ask HAL/MyLink to limit the radio volume (forgetting that
teenagers now use ear pods to listen to music on their smart phones), select a speed warning alarm, and ultimately limit the maximum
speed for your teen drivers.  MyLink can also generate a “report card” for parents to review.
I was almost resigned to the fact that the driver is now subject to the control of MyLink until evidence of human agency, in this case a
mistake, restored my faith in the human race. Siuling was not happy about driving a truck and did not want me to order a hard tonneau
to cover the open truck bed. Instead, she wanted me to install a cap and running boards.  Dutifully, and for spousal peace, I went to the
local Trux Outfitters that Jeff Turco recommended to order the cap and running boards.  To order the correct color, the mechanic scanned
with his IPhone the sticker in the glove compartment that had the color code.  He told me that there are at least thirty or more shades of
black so it was important to get the right one.  After checking the code with his color catalogue, he told me that according to the code,
my car was supposed to be white and not black.
So back I went to the dealership which agreed that the glove compartment color code was for white but the factory build sheet clearly
confirmed that the car was indeed black.  Several calls to GM were made.  The upshot of this is that GM acknowledged that there have
been similar mistakes reported, but by law GM could not print a new sticker to replace the one with the error.  The only thing that could
be done was for the dealership to write me a letter admitting the error.
Ironically, this mistake has restored my faith in human-beings and human agency.  We still make mistakes and are in charge of making
decisions even if they do not sound rational.  GM acknowledges that its workers make mistakes but has decided not to do anything about
it.  But with the computer software in my car, GM will fix it with an updated program.  You can program computers to help control and
to minimize human error, but ultimately people can still make decisions and mistakes.
Perhaps George Orwell was correct that our lives are increasingly subjected to the intrusion of Big Brother.  But, then Steve Turco and
Donald Trump may also be correct about trusting Mexicans.  After all, the truck was Hecho en Mexico, of course.
(Author’s Note: I like Mexicans, enchiladas and burritos and am not a candidate for national office.)
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The Alternative Line

By Joe Holzer

Happy Anniversary
I just renewed my PCA membership and realized that I have now
been a member since April 1980, having bought my first Porsche, a
Silver ’77 911S Targa on Friday the 13th of March and immediately
joining the club.  To say that in the intervening 35 years “things
have changed” would rank as understatement at the least.
To begin with, there are no longer ANY, strictly speaking, “air
cooled” Porsches being made.  Given Porsche’s engineering talent,
I have no doubt they COULD have met all emissions standards
with air cooling, but it simply no longer made sense to try, given
the multiple factors conspiring against that approach, from noise
requirements to the horsepower wars vs. consumption and global
warming constraints.  The ability to cool a high-output engine’s
heads while having most of the area of those heads devoted to
valve tops was simply untenable.  And Porsche certainly had plenty
of expertise in water-cooled engines long before the 993 became
the last of the air-cooled breed.  In fact, they started hybrid cooling
with the 935 racers, which were constrained by racing rules to look
like the 911 on which they were based.  For those who REALLY
know Porsche history, that hybridization was actually started
MUCH earlier, not least with the introduction of the trombone oil
cooler as used in my ’77 Porsche 911S.  Oil, rather than water, was
the “liquid” coolant for many years before Porsche started using
that glycol stuff starting in 1999 in the 996.
As a techie, however, I must point out that ALL cars are ultimately
air-cooled.   They simply use an intermediary, the gycol water
mixture, as a thermal stabilizer which has noise abatement and
thermal inertia and conductivity advantages which matter quite a
lot in the immediate proximity of the engine itself, which is the
only justification for adding the weight and complexity thereof.
Another huge change over that period has been the expectations of
Porsche’s customers.  When I first joined PCA, the only “automatic”
you could buy was in a 924, a car originally intended, like the 914,
to be sold as a VW, until VW backed out of the deal, again like the
914.  The only 911 without a clutch pedal, no longer in production
at that point however, was the very rare “Sportomatic,” which
has FAR more in common with the current PDK than with any
“automatic,” as it used a switch actuated by downward pressure on
the shift lever to disengage the clutch via vacuum, re-engaging it
only once the lever was released.  Hopefully, you had the revs built
up by that time, or you looked like an incompetent.  Thankfully,
the new PDK uses the anti-stall electronics and RPM driven pump
pressure to engage the dual concentric wet clutches which actuate
the inner and outer input shafts in the transmission, and leave the
actual shift fork engagements to the computer, as well.
Along with that computerization, however, has come a concerted
disconnect between the act of driving and that of merely being
a passenger in the motorized conveyance.   The FIRST “cup
holder” in a Porsche 911 did not come about until the 996.  Merely
coincidental with the first wasserpumper?   I think not.  And the
techie interests seem to be far more in the audio and entertainment
systems than those for propulsion for most owners.  And you don’t
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even want to get me STARTED on the fact that Porsche now far
outsells its sports cars with what by any definition are TRUCKS,
no matter how competent they are as driver tools, as well as
crossovers and sedans.   People like me, for whom the ability to
actually drive on a track were the prime motivators in joining
PCA, seem to be a diminishing percentile of the customer base,
not that I will be a new Porsche buyer anytime soon.  Only time
will tell, but the trend looks to be continuing unabated.  And my
own personal circumstances and the deception by my “insurer,”
aka rip-off artists, make my ability to get back to the track anytime
soon improbable, sadly.
Those of you who follow the enthusiast press likely know by now
that EVERY 911 in the 2017 model year will be a twin turbo,
although there will still be a specific “Turbo” model.  The SOLE
exceptions for the moment appear to be the GT-3 series.  And, of
course, the 911 has diminished in corporate importance, insofar
as unit volume is concerned, when considered against the variety
of other offerings from Porsche, which now include ALSO both
diesel (gag) and hybrid (half a gag, though their 918 is one hell
of a racer) models.  I suspect the 911 will only matter to Porsche
until their enthusiasts have retired or left for greener pastures.  The
corporate owners, VW, seem to care only so long as the 911 can
deflect the ill will their diesel debacle has sown around the world.
Of course, true driving enthusiasts will soon be relegated to
handing over control of their cars to the computer masters, like the
“Google Cars” which don’t even have human controls AT ALL.  I
certainly HOPE they second-thought that approach and realize that
removing the human controls also removes the ability to overcome
the “s__t happens” circumstances of all the things the programmers
have not possibly dealt with, like CNY winters and road salt, for
which electronics has VERY little tolerance.  And vision systems
depend on clean viewports.  Ever seen a CNY car and salt?  And
we have not even contemplated hackers…
Over my 35 years, I have added pounds, lost hair, and turned
much of the remainder gray.   My legs are no longer capable of
any prolonged walking, standing nor clutch action, although I can
assure you I am still able to operate one if needed.  And while
I still love all things automotive, I am becoming curmudgeonly
where it comes to tolerance for the incompetence around me on
the road.  It is as though the same people spelling on all the CL
and FB posts are suddenly sharing my environs, and they didn’t
learn any lessons of the road any better than their grammar or use
of language.
But I AM heartened by one reality; when I was growing up my
Grandfather used to speak with pride of his ability to harness and
then control an eight-horse team to pull a fire engine or other heavy
load.   I also have seen my share of the PBS documentaries on
the turn of the nineteenth century in major metropolitan areas.  If
you think the streets are polluted NOW, you have not been paying
attention.  Yet somehow, the horse has not been eliminated entirely.  
And a rare knowing few actually get to enjoy the immense pleasure
of one-on-one with such an animal, and the joy of the wind in their
hair as they and that conveyance duplicate what USED TO BE
a necessary trip, replaced now with a saunter where ONLY the
pleasure of the ride matters.
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I know that I will never have the ability to harness nor control even one horse.  Hell, the few times I have ridden them I felt sorry for
their having to haul my sorry ass on their poor backs.  But I do recognize the parallels with my anachronistic noisy, smelly, tail-heavy
air pumpers whose handling is notorious for sending the less than talented backwards into the weeds.  Like my Grandpa, I too can look
back with pride on having some ability to constrain a beast and make it do MY bidding.  And like his horses, mine dribble a little now
and then.  Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.  That’s where the oil came from – I’m just trying to return it like a good environmentalist.
Yeah, right…
Oh, and one other thing has not changed a BIT in those 35 years – those who love cars and driving, and especially well engineered cars,
have like me remained enamored of the way those odd handling, anachronistic widow-makers have somehow STILL been the benchmark
against which ANY serious contenders have been measured, and few have come even close.  And we get together periodically to share
a brew and/or story about how we wasted our youth playing with cars.  And still do.  And proud of it.  Because the PEOPLE of the
Porsche Club of America have always been the REAL reason to be here.  The cars were simply the one thing we had in common, though
“common” is a term I hope to NEVER hear associated with one.
And I wish to express a heartfelt “Thank You” to all who have made my time with PCA memorable, and to offer condolences to those
who never managed to interact with me.  I promise to give you plenty of opportunities – only the GOOD die young, so you have no
fears from that quarter, but you don’t want to wait TOO long.  After all – you may not get to decide when to drive fast enough to catch
me for much longer.
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The Northern Sentinel By Bob Graham
TALES OF THE INTERSTATE

T

he nondescript sedan just ahead was proceeding erratically, sometimes partly into the fast lane or onto the shoulder, speed
fluctuating from high 60s to low 80s. A drunk at ten o’clock in the morning?

Clearly, it was time to get past. When I drew alongside, I erupted with the interjectory question best abbreviated as “WTF?!”
A medium-sized dog was at the wheel, its gaze upon the road ahead.

But wait!  A closer look revealed that the apparent-canine chauffeur was perched on the lap of the, um, actual driver, whose vision was
partially obscured by the dog’s head. I could swear the man was grinning, perhaps convinced of his ingenuity in creating this sightgag.  
I aint makin’ this up, folks! Had I been stopped for speeding, it would have been worth a ticket to put that car far behind.
This was the most bizarre thing I’ve seen during our late-fall hegiras to Florida, but the trip and its spring retracing provide opportunities
to observe the Interstate Subculture, which plays out in unending variety. To wit:
* The driver who has festooned his sedan’s rear parcel shelf with a large collection of bobbleheads, souvenir pillows and other trinkets,
apparently to entertain following traffic, and to insure that his/her rearward view is properly impeded.
* The ball-cap-mandatory young male, self-gratifying in the role of Hero Driver, weaving in and out of traffic at high speeds in his
battered ten-year old steed.
* The “This We Believe!” folks who affix a plethora of so-called bumper stickers on the back of their car, from “Impeach Lincoln!” to “I
Brake for Martians” so that the rest of us will know exactly where they stand on all the issues. Heaven forbid we remain ignorant!
* The Disciple of Efficiency who abhors empty spaces, and who crowds ahead of you, filling the sensible interval we’ve left to the car
ahead.
These are just a few of the wights that trips on the interstate reveal. Undoubtedly you can add to these with observations of your own.
But in closing I leave you with a lingering, unresolved question:
How, just how, do you inform the guy you’ve been following for miles, or who’s been following you for miles, that his turn signal is
still blinking?
Drive in Its Finest Form!
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Flightseeing Trip with Dave Tagg By Larry Lee

O

ne of the better events that our region puts on every year is the charity auction usually held in March each year.  Members donate
items to be auctioned off to benefit a local organization.  The organization selected to benefit from our auction is usually a small,
local group that doesn’t get government funding.  The relatively small donation that our club makes as a result of this auction
usually has a big impact on them and is much appreciated.  For the last few years CNY PCA member and airplane owner Dave Tagg
has donated a flight seeing trip in his airplane at the charity auction.  At this year’s auction, my wife, Joyce, was the high bidder for this
flight.  Yee ha, we going flying!
After the auction, I contacted Dave to schedule the flight and we penciled in a trip over Letchworth State Park and Niagara Falls for early
May.  Then due to life and other things getting in the way came a series of: we can’t make it, he can’t make it, the airplane is down, the
weather is bad, he’s out of town, we’re out of town.  Finally everything fell into place and we managed to go flight seeing with Dave on
a spectacular mid June day.  It was worth the wait.
Dave flies out of the Skaneatelas airport, which is completely the other end of the spectrum from any commercial airport you have ever
been in.  It is a very nice airport with a single, paved runway that ends just short of a road.  We showed up at the appointed time and were
greeted by... nobody.  There wasn’t a soul to be seen anywhere.  We were the only car in the parking lot.  No activity.  No TSA agents
anywhere in sight.
Joyce and I were standing on the runway apron wondering where Dave might be when off in the distance we heard the sound of an air
cooled, 6-cylinder, horizontally opposed engine.  Not a Porsche, but an aircraft engine.  Then Dave’s airplane appeared from the far side
of the hangars and taxied down the runway coming to a stop near where we were standing.  
Dave owns a 1960’s vintage Beechcraft Bonanza that is beautifully turned out and very well equipped with lots of modern navigation
and communications equipment.  This is a high performance airplane with retractable landing gear capable of cruising speeds over 200
MPH.  There was a quick walk around of the plane then we all climbed in.  Dave did a good safety and flight orientation talk.  Dave
spent some time talking about the difficulties of shooting photos from a small aircraft.  We took off from Skaneatelas in a surprisingly
short distance and set a course for Letchworth State Park.  It was a wonderful cloudless day.  The carpet of farms and the Finger Lakes
were just beautiful from 4500 feet and 200 MPH.  When we got to Letchworth, Dave slowed down to about 140 MPH, dropped to about
1500 feet and approached from the south.  He banked quite hard a few times so our cameras would have good clear views of the gorge
below.  
One pass along the surprisingly long, Letchworth gorge and then it was off to Niagara Falls.  As we approached Buffalo, you could
see the mist from the falls from well south of the Buffalo airport.  We approached Niagara Falls from the south and flew into Canadian
airspace.  We made two passes of the American and Canadian Falls at 3500 feet staying well above the helicopter traffic below.  Again,
Dave banked pretty hard at just the right moments to give us fantastic views of the falls and surrounding area below for our cameras.  
Wow!  What a view!  Because we had such good views of things I was starting to get the impression that Dave has done this before.
With both passes complete it was back into American airspace and set a course for Skaneatelas.  At 5500 feet the ride back home was
wonderfully smooth and relaxing.  With our cameras idle it was a chance to just sit back and enjoy the wonderful beauty of upstate NY
sliding by below us.
It was all very interesting seeing how Dave used the plane’s autopilot for large sections of the trip.  We all had headsets on so Joyce
and I could listen in on the air traffic control.  One prominent piece of navigation equipment surprised me.  Dave had an iPad that was
connected to the aircraft GPS receiver.  The iPad was running a moving map that showed our position, the flight path and also other air
traffic in the area.
What a wonderful opportunity this was for us.  It was so generous of Dave to donate this trip for the Charity Auction.  Joyce and I enjoyed
this very much.  Thank you very much, Dave.   [Accompanying photos are on the following page. Ed.]
RL
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One of these photos is Niagara Falls from 3500 feet and the other is Dave Tagg’s Beechcraft Bonanza but I’m not
sure which photo goes with which caption... Photos and caption courtesy of Larry Lee.
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Editor’s Note: The following article was published in The 2 Seater, the newsletter of The MG Car Club of
Central New York.

Car Collectibles By Richard D. Jeffers
Over the years I have been privileged to visit many public and private car collections. An almost universal feature of these displays
is ancillary collections of models, literature, posters, photos, car parts, and other types of automobiliana. These secondary collections
suggest an outlet for those of us who love cars but lack the means of acquiring and maintaining a large collection. In fact, most car
junkies have a collection of car related items.
In my case, I never set out to collect car stuff; it just sort of accumulated over time. My friend Bill and I bought Dinky, Corgi, Scalex,
Tootsie and other small cars when we were kids to race on the living room rug. We also built models by Merit, Gorman & Gorman and
others. Some of these show signs of usage but form the basis of our present scale model displays. I always bought programs at the races
I attended and saved them along with many car books and magazines, some of which are now collectible. Then there are the patches and
tee shirts that I bought at the races. I don’t wear tee shirts often and don’t know why I bought so many but still have them all (some in
the original packaging with the tags attached). Some of these shirts are unique; for example, the “Bill Elliott” shirt that I picked up at the
Pool Room when I passed through Dawsonville, GA, on a business trip. Friends at work who knew of my affectation remembered me on
business trips (a Monza poster from Italy and a Carlos Reutemann poster from Argentina). Others have contributed their race programs
(e.g. a NASCAR race program signed by Tim Richmond and others).
When the cars I have owned, from an MG TD to 1972 Alfa, went to new owners they inevitably left behind parts, tools and manuals
that have become collectibles. There’s an unopened two-gallon can of Shell motor oil for the MG and a set of hubcaps brought back
from Italy for the Alfa (they didn’t fit and, apparently, are for a special, still unidentified, race car). My inheritance from my grandfather
included a Model T Ford owner’s manual and tool kit and various pre-war items from the Sun Oil Company.
It’s interesting that some of the most prized items in my pile of stuff were obtained for free. There is a Dinky Toy XK120 Jaguar, that
I have seen valued at more than $200 in a collectibles catalog, which arrived on top of my 16th birthday cake (thanks mom & dad). In
the 1980s, I belonged to the Ferrari Club of America and was sent issue no. 1 of Cavalino Magazine as an inducement to subscribe to
this new publication. Copies of this issue have subsequently changed hands for hundreds of dollars. In 1995, I attended the Brickyard
400, at Indianapolis Motor Speedway, that was won by Dale Earnhardt. The morning of the race, the hotel where I was staying gave out
gratis copies of the Indianapolis Star with a big section on the race and a color centerfold of the starting lineup. Returning after the race,
I picked up a leftover copy in the lobby and kept it still sealed in the plastic bag from the newspaper.
A big concern for us older collectors is the fate of our treasures after we have crossed the finish line. I have heard horror stories of
valuable collections being set out on the curb by unenlightened relatives. Two options are to sell your things (very difficult to get
your head around) or give them to young friends or relatives who truly appreciate them. I have taken the precaution of specifying the
disposition of my full-scale cars in my Last Will And Testament and also instructing that any, unwanted, remaining automobile-related
items be given to the International Motor Racing Research Center in Watkins Glen. However, this may not be necessary as my nineyear-old granddaughter may be a car person. When her sisters ask for dolls in the store, she asks for toy racecars. Additionally, she has
a certain gleam in he eye when she looks at my Porsche and when she sat with me the other day to watch a Formula One race on TV. I
would be greatly pleased if my motor-sport DNA is passed on to my descendants.
          RL

Just a small sampling of the author’s
“automobiliana.” Photo courtesy of the
author, Dick Jeffers.
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Eurocar 2016 By Dick Jeffers
Eurocar 2016, held on Father’s Day, was the biggest and best yet. The lawn at Lorenzo State Historic Site, in Cazenovia, was crowded
with 253 cars and 42 motorcycles, including 36 Porsches. The awards to Porsche owners were as follows:
Class 12 (356 and pre-1992 911 & 912)
First place: Brad Hall (356)
Second place: Bob McNamara (356)
Third place: Bob DeLuke (911S)
Class 13 (other pre-1992 models)
First place: Paul Karaz (930)
Second place: Jeff Virnoche (550)
Third place: Mark Barnello (914)
Class 14 (contemporary models-all marques)
Third place: Jeanette Malfitano (GT3RS)
The award for the most club members present went to the VW club with 30 cars versus CNY PCA with 27 cars. This makes me wonder
if all CNY PCA members noted their club affiliation on the registration form!
          RL

Class 12 Porsches:
James Loomis’ red
911 in the foreground.
Photo courtesy of
Dick Jeffers.
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Class 13 Porsches: Rob Buran’s red 944 in the
foreground. Photo courtesy of Dick Jeffers.

Class 14 Porsches: Sam Mondello’s black 911 in the
foreground. Photo courtesy of Dick Jeffers.
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Early Spring Jaunt: A Pilgrimage to Atlanta and the New Porsche Experience Center
By Bill Kohnke
I recently was afforded the chance to get some vouchers, at a discount, from my Porsche dealer, Wyoming Valley Motors in Larksville,
PA.  Each voucher was for a 1-½ Hour driving experience at the new Atlanta Porsche Porsche Experience Center, test track and handling
course.  To me this was better than, back in the day, going to Hertz and renting a new Shelby Mustang to take to the track for the
weekend.
My plan was to go down after Easter with my son where we’d each drive one of the cars on Tuesday then one on Wednesday. Plus there
was the added benefit of enjoying spring before anyone up North.  An extra bonus was that I met Ray Shaffer, formerly manager of
Brumos, now the Porsche restoration Manager, at Tech Tactics in Easton.
Unfortunately, my son was changing jobs, so I set it up so that I could do 2-90 minute drives in the morning and then, each afternoon,
take my son’s turns, too.  It was a lot of track time but I knew that I just had to do it.  Plus Mr. Shaffer offered to give me a back scenes
tour of the shops and the museum.  I figured that I would never be near Porsches that valuable again.
Back to the driving- a coach would get in on the right side and, since you are at the end of a runway, the windows were up.  I soon found
out that the coach is also a “pro-coach” and the preferred position of the go-pedal is all the way down except when the brake is really
needed, as in “NOW!”
The Handling course was 1.2 miles, some of it as tight as the Cherry Valley kart course with a straight/corner/straight setup that let me
get up to 95+ before going HARD on the BRAKES again before a 90 right turn followed by a 90 left turn that was way too soon.  The
guardrails were maybe one foot from the track and the coach wanted the vehicle placed at the edge of the pavement…  AT SPEED.  This
made the Glen’s blue bushes seem far away.
I kinda took it easy a bit until the coach noted that the car was Porsche’s and they wanted us to go all out.  So I did.  What these cars
could do was amazing.  Way better than my old 1970 914-3.0 liter.
The cars: 911 Carrera S for 45 minutes then the 911 4S for the next 45 minutes.  A Cayman S for 45 Min then the 911 S to feel the
difference (i.e., mid VS rear engine) followed by a 911 Carrera S with a manual and an identical model with the PDK.  The manual revmatches, by the way.  A Cayman GTS was next and the coach managed for us to spend half the time in a Boxster Spyder S.
Each session started on the handling circuit and then moved to a low friction circle where the goal was to “drift” the vehicle. Not an easy
thing to do in a new Porsche, but I discovered I could do really quick 360 pirouettes, instead.  Now over to the kick plate: 300 feet of
wet ultra-slippery epoxy.  Just as the vehicle starts onto the surface a hydraulic plate ‘Kicked’ the rear sideways.  It was up to the driver
to display finely honed handling skills.  Heck, I was raised in snow country!  I could do that!  OK, OK, both feet in in a spin [Even in a
PDK??  Ed.]. Another pirouette, just at a higher speed.  Finally I managed some success in getting out of a slide/spin.   The coach was
evil. He didn’t warn you if he turned the PSM on or off.  The rumor is that a Macan S driven onto the kick plate at 25 MPH with no hands
on the wheel will straighten itself out and go on its merry way.
We then explored the autocross cones followed by PDK Full throttle launches and HARD braking at the last minute way down the track.  
This included standard brakes and the new ceramic ones, too.
To end everything I took a new Cayenne on an extreme off-road course.  There is no way a vehicle can go where we drove that thing.  
After 30 minutes we traded the Cayenne in for a Cayenne Turbo S and took it around the high-speed bits as fast as I went in the Cayman
GTS.  No problem.
Final tally: four sessions in 2 days – 6 hours – totally no fault, not my car, freedom to go.  I’m not sure I’d want one those as a used car in
say 2-3 thousand miles and I’m going to keep telling myself not to use any of my new found limits at my first DE this year.  The Porsche
Experience Center has been in operation over a year. They excel at the experience part with a museum, Porsche accessories, specialized
configuration/ordering help, delivery center, training center, and restoration shop all at one location.  I was lucky in being able to have
been there.  I still can’t get this goofy grin off my face.
          RL
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Central Square Raceway is Coming Soon by Joe Holzer
Those PCAers who have been to Watkins Glen International (WGI, the CNY PCA “Home Track”) know it as a world-class road course
with a lot of technical topography and fun learning opportunities as well as a place that can seriously hinder your enjoyment if things
go awry.  Those like me who live on the NE side of the I-90/I-81 intersection also know WGI is now in the southwest corner of our
CNY PCA geographical center, more in the “Finger Lakes Region” than CNY, from which both Niagara Region and Finger Lakes are
offspring.  Those who, like me, are “Track Junkies” know that the opportunity to drive other tracks is both a blessing and a curse – they
allow broad development of skills because they have alternate challenges from one’s “home track,” but distances and logistics can be
nightmarish.  Since I plunked down long green for my first Porsche in 1981, I have driven and/or instructed at all of VIR, Road America,
Riverside, Lime Rock, Mont Tremblant/St Jovitte, Mosport, TMS, Lowes Motor Speedway, The Nordschleife, and, of course, WGI.  But
there are SO MANY more – not enough time or money, sadly.
Well, I now live within ten miles of one of the newest tracks coming to the fore, right here in the Central Square NY vicinity.  Found
about two miles north of the Oneida River Bridge on US-11 in Brewerton, it will be a 2.2-mile road course, with a variety of other
motorsport venues and some grand plans to come.  Following below is the course map provided me when I stopped in for a tour on May
10, 2016.  Currently it’s only piles of dirt being moved around, but they DO have a timetable with some important targets coming up
far sooner than anyone, who has ever run a major project, really considers an “easy” objective.  Not least of those is the fact that NYS
destroyed the track at the State Fairgrounds in Solvay, thereby trashing the fallback bridge for “Speed Weeks” with a veritable bonfire.  
While it is possible to cover contingencies, having to do so would be very costly for all of the state, participants, spectators and facility
owners themselves.  So the Central Square Raceway is very much intent on being ready for a dirt event in October to be held on their
5/8 mile synthetic dirt oval (no, I don’t know how or WHY you synthesize dirt either), which will exist within the infield area of the road
course there, which should be obvious on the accompanying map.
For some perspective on the map, the view shown has North at the top.  Along the right edge is I-81.  Those who know the area know
that in the “notch” area at the upper right of the map is a rest area on the I-81 South side that has been closed for some time with all the
associated orange cones and “Do Not Enter” signs.  Currently it has an army of construction machinery parked there, as the longer-term
plan includes putting direct highway entry and exit ramps there with a bridge to cross the highway in anticipation of the level of traffic
the track will garner.  But don’t expect that in the first two years – NYSDOT wants to see proof of need before they commit to the cost.  
The Road Course, which I suspect will be of more interest to PCA junkies, anyway, is not due to be ready before fall 2017.  But in the
interim, many car clubs with track programs are already lining up to participate for DE and competitive events.  The course, at 2.2 miles,
will be considerably shorter than the full road course at WGI, whose operations have largely been used as a model for the organization.  
The dirt oval will have a fully paved infield, which will allow a variety of custom layouts for a host of motorsport interests, one of which
is anticipated to be go-carts of the same caliber as are used for preparing future F1 drivers, which are common in Europe, but rarely seen
on this side of the pond.  Also, bikes and ATVs can be expected to perform.
Other plans include winter sports, such as snow racing, although no firm plans yet exist for replacing the ice racing that has sometimes
occurred on the nearby Oneida Lake with a slightly less precarious venue (just ask anyone who ever parked their pickup on Oneida Lake
near Lakeshore while they went in for a beer only to find they needed to go fishing for IT).  As may be seen on the map’s right side, the
long “Pit Straight” will be along the I-81 edge.  However, to avoid traffic risks, a huge “berm” is being placed between them.  Those
familiar with WGI and most racecourses know that the pits usually have grandstands both above and opposite the pits.  At this time,
however, no opposing grandstands are planned.  Instead, spectators are expected to move freely around the outside of the course, with
sitting on the berm akin to the “grassy knoll” venues like Le Mans and others (there will also be lots of RV parking both with and without
water available as well as electrical hookups and, as at WGI, you can expect the connection fees to be substantial, though no details are
currently available).  Oh, and the BAD news?  Noise restrictions ala Lime Rock, but Sundays are OK.
Current access is, and will be, via US-11, which runs along the left side of the map.  General entry (cars, etc.) is at the middle of the
property edge shown past the office, with big rig entry at the north end through the tunnel to the infield parking, ala the current WGI
model.  And one assumes the chain link fencing will grow about as ubiquitous here as it has at WGI.  Only after the building of the I-81
overpass system will the traffic not be required to utilize US-11 exclusively.  Should be fun, and they intend to run BOTH directions, and
both with and without the “boot” area which should be obvious on the map.  Can’t wait! [See accompanying map on next page]
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Zone 1 and National News & Views

Even National and Zone 1 let me down for this edition. Fortunately, Barbara didn’t. Here’s CNY’s intrepid Safety Chair,
Gil Wistrup doing a lap at this years’s Zone 1 48 Hours at the Glen, June 5-7. Photo courtesy of Barbara Conley.
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Die 2016 CNY, Zone 1, & PCA Kalender
  JUNE
  JULY

26

Autocross at Cherry Valley Motorsports Track  - 4930 Route 20, Lafayette, NY

17

Autocross at Corning Community College Parking Lot, Corning, NY

  AUGUST
6

Autocross at Cherry Valley Motorsports Track  - 4930 Route 20, Lafayette, NY

  SEPTEMBER
18

Autocross at Corning Community College Parking Lot, Corning, NY

30- October 2
OCTOBER
3-5

Zone 1 Annual  BBQ at The Gideon Putnam in Saratoga Springs, NY
Niagara Region Driver Ed Event at Watkins Glen

   NOVEMBER
12

Annual CNY Business and Awards Meeting (TBD)

   DECEMBER
17

Annual CNY Holiday Party (TBD)

Central New York Autocross Season Is Here by Bill Kohnke
Thanks to Mike Darminio and Gil Wistrup the Central New York PCA autocross season is here.  Get Ready, Get Set GO!
So far, here’s what is planned:
June 26:

Cherry Valley Motorsports Track  - 4930 Route 20, Lafayette, NY

July 17:

Corning Community College Parking Lot, Corning, NY

August 6:

Cherry Valley Motorsports park  - 4930 Route 20, Lafayette, NY

September18:

Corning Community College Parking lot, Corning, NY

Mrs Murphy is back for one more time.  It is amazing what a Porsche can survive (besides me).  I wonder if I can get her a handicap due
to age and abused past lives (‘70 914). What do you think Mike?
Also, Dennis Hesse of Rome NY is planning a Rally in his area August 20.
Details Details Details!!!   Where to find them…
The Redline Report, of course.
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2016 Charity Auction & Dinner by Jeannette and Jim Rockdashil and the CNY Charity Committee
On Saturday, April 2nd we held our 2016 Charity Auction & Dinner at the Springside Inn in Auburn. We had 45 people attend including
the director from the Hope House, John Madej.  The Springside Inn did a great job putting everything together that night, the food was
fabulous and they even set us up with a TV to watch the SU game. Chris White was our auctioneer with Bill Kohnke and Rush Pond as
the runners and show casers.  We had a great selection of auction items including homemade crafts, gift certificates, books, posters, wine,
race day certificates just to name a few. Thank you to all your donations to help make this auction a great success.
Thank you to all that brought perishable items and paper products to donate to the Hope House. John Madej was very appreciative of the
items donated when I dropped them off last Saturday. The total of monetary donation made to the Hope House from the Charity Auction
was $2339.
Thanks again to everyone for their generous donations and purchases.

Present and accounted for at the 2016 Annual CNY Charity Auction was John Madej,
Executive Director of the Hope House in Utica. Photo courtesy of Barbara Conley.
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Art Vanore, Cathy White and Rush Pond enjoying their
the 2016 Annual CNY Charity Auction. Oh, and Rush,
SU lost!!! Photo courtesy of Barbara Conley.

Jill Ertinger and Jean Noroski awaiting the beginning
of the Charity Auction at the Springside Inn in Auburn.
Photo courtesy of Barbara Conley.

Carol Parker looking over items, disappointed that
no longer can she buy a bus driver’s jacket at the
annual CNY Charity Auction. Photo courtesy of
Barbara Conley.
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The New Porsche 911 Carrera Launch by Barbara Conley
Another event I am sure Chris will be sorry he missed. This one was held at Porsche of Syracuse in Drivers Village (Burdick) on April
20, 2016.
There were about ten of us from CNY, including:
Bill Noroski
Dick Jeffers
Doug and Carol Schrank
Jim and Jan Kings
Brad Hall
Mark Schultz
John Mirabito
Art and I
What a beautiful car!  The only problem Art could see was that it wasn’t red! Oh well, Bill and Dick both won raffle prizes and the food
was delicious, too.

From L-->R: Bill Noroski, Dick Jeffers, Jan King
and Jim King at Porsche of Syracuse to see the latest
Porsche. Photo courtesy of Barbara Conley.

Unveiling the new Porsche 911 Carrera.
Photo courtesy of Barbara Conley.
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2016 Tech Session with John Hajny by John Hajny
Well... there’s not much to tell. On Saturday, April 23, 17 people came to my shop in Endicott. We had a few beers, ate some pizza, and
wandered around, talking about cars for a couple of hours. That’s about it. Maybe someone else has a different perspective, but that’s
how I saw it.

Yes, it’s a hybrid, but no, it’s not a
Prius. On Saturday, April 23rd in
Endicott, John Hajny discussed the
latest evolution of his 944, fitting in a
VW VR-6 engine. Photo courtesy of
Barbara Conley.

John Hajny conducting his tech session
at his garage on April 23rd in Endicott.
Photo courtesy of Tom Stantz.
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2016 Cobweb Concours by Steve Turco
I’d like to thank all of our CNY members who attended May 7th’s Cobweb Concours at Porsche of Syracuse at Driver’s Village in Cicero.
We had a wonderful turnout including 44 Porsches and over 60 members! This has to be a record for the Cobweb Concours. Thanks also
to Rick Pelc and Kent Appleby for another great Porsche event sponsored by Porsche of Syracuse. Their involvement including lunch, a
tech session and door prizes shows Porsche of Syracuse’s commitment to CNY-PCA. Please support and explore their facilities.
Listed below are the winners for each designated class. I would say everyone was a winner as the Porsches and people were outstanding.
Thank you all for your support.
Grand Champion Masters Class- Brad Hall, 1964 356C
Late 911 Class1st place- Bill Noroski, 911 Club Coupe
2nd place- Tyler Stephenson, 2008 911 Turbo
3rd place- Rich Pschirrer, 1995 911 Carrera
Early 911 Class1st place- Dave Cooley, 1975 911
2nd place- Bill Kritzler,  1969 911S
3rd place- Jim Ball Jr.,  1980 911 SC
968,944,928,924 Class1st place- Dave Tagg, 1988 944 Turbo
2nd place- Gerrit Wistrup, 1985.5 944
3rd place- Chris Frye, 1978 924 LTD
356, 914 Class1st place- Bill Noroski, 1959 356A
2nd place- Bill Noroski, 1965 356C
3rd place- Bob Chevako, 1951 356
Boxster, Cayman Class1st place- Doug Schrank, Cayman GTS
2nd place- Dick Jeffers, 2001 Boxster
3rd place- Bob Graham, 2008 Boxster S

Rick Pelc, Porsche of Syracuse
Service Manager, awards Brad
Hall The Grand Champion Masters
Class for Brad’s 1964 356C. Photo
courtesy of Tom Stantz.
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What would a CNY, Zone 1 or
National Concours be without at least
one photo of Bill Noroski’s Heidi?
Photo courtesy of Tom Stantz.

If Bob Chevako says his 1951 356 is
concours ready, who am I to argue?
Photo courtesy of Tom Stantz.
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The Zone 1 Porsche Clash by Rush Pond
The Zone 1 Porsche Clash was held June 3, 4, 5 at Watkins Glen. This is one of the biggest PCA Club Races in the world with the entire
event run by PCA volunteers. Without them the event could not happen! CNY was well represented at The Clash this year both on the
race track and in the volunteer ranks. To try to name all who were there would surely result in missing someone so all I’ll say is that
among many others, Chuck Gladle was the announcer (The Voice of Watkins Glen) and I, Rush Pond, was the pace car driver  (see photo
below). Yep, CNY left its mark on this year’s Clash. If you’ve not been before, plan to attend next year. It’s great fun and you’ll meet
lots of great people. Once again, it’s not JUST the cars - It’s also the people that make PCA great.

Looks like Rush, driving the pace car, is about to lead the pack around the track one more time at The 2016 Zone 1
Porsche Clash. Photo courtesy of Rush Pond.

The Redline Market
FOR SALE: 2000 AC Cobra Spec Racer.  1 of 10 Factory Five Racers being converted to street legal.  Imagine your Porsche garaged
with this beast--Fly yellow, 302 roadster, 2200lbs, 347 stroker engine, 440hp, tremec 5 speed.  Cures mid life crisis and weak heart beat.  
PCA member- Dana Hart, cell: 315 396 6360 or dbhart@utica.edu. Thank you (2/4)
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